
Test observations at frequenies below 80 GHzat the IRAM 30m telesopeA. Bellohe, S. Navarro, A. Sievers, C. ThumJ. Cerniharo, D. John, N. Marelino, & K.M. MentenJuly 28, 2004AbstratBoth 3mm reeivers, A100 and B100, an be made to work below 80 GHz in a speial on�gurationAB� where they are pumped by the Gunns of the A230 and B230 reeivers instead of their properGunns. In on�guration AB� where then reeivers A230 and B230 are not available, telesope andreeiver optis worked orretly down to 68 GHz, the lowest frequeny tested, and the telesopee�ienies are as expeted. However, noise temperature and image gain gi are orret down toonly � 75 GHz, below whih frequeny both quantities tend to inrease rapidly. The image gain isthen observed to depend strongly on the tuning parameters and often varies onsiderably aross thebandpass of the reeiver. The Martin�Puplett based method for measuring the image gain has beenextended to work on a hannel by hannel basis for the spetrometers, and it is strongly reommendedthat suh image gain alibrations are made below 80 GHz. But even then alibration of the antennatemperature beomes di�ult below 75 GHz, and observers are advied to hek the repeatability ofthe alibration and ompare it against a known referene, like those provided with this report.1 BakgroundThe nominal frequeny range of IRAM 3mm reeivers is 80 � 115.5 GHz on the 30m telesope. Frequeniesbelow 80 GHz were so far inaessible, although the atmosphere is transparent until � 66 GHz whereabsorption from atmospheri oxygen beomes prohibitively strong (zenith transmission 15% at the 30msite). Sine several astrophysially important transitions are loated in this so far inaessible frequenyrange, we have onduted tests at the 30m telesope during 9�12 January and 18�22 May 2004 in orderto explore to whih degree the urrent 3mm reeivers an be made to work below 80 GHz.The nominal tuning range is limited by the range over whih the loal osillator (a single Gunn) anbe tuned. Outside the Gunn tuning range, mixer and waveguide properties, and the feed/lens optis mustbe expeted to deteriorate. The main goal of the tests was to determine how serious these deteriorationsare and where exatly they set in. We also wanted to get an idea how the speial setup employed forobservations outside the nominal tuning range a�ets the reeiver operation and, by onsequene, thepratial feasibility of suh observations.2 SetupTo overome the limitation due to the 3mm loal osillator (LO), we used the LO of the A230 and B230reeivers whose Gunn an be tuned from 65.5 to 89 GHz. Two piees of semirigid waveguide were usedto transport the LO signals from A230 and B230 to the A100 and B100 LO boxes.The synthesizer ontrol software had to be modi�ed for the tests in order to obtain a orret Dopplertraking of A100 and B100. If frequenies below 100 GHz are sent to the A230 and B230 reeivers, themodi�ed software reognizes that these frequenies are meant for the A100 and B100 reeivers. It resetsthe frequeny limits appropriately and swithes o� the frequeny multipliation. The modi�ation is fullytransparent to the user and worked orretly.The use of the A230 and B230 LO for the A100 and B100 reeivers naturally exludes that A230 andB230 an be used for observations. Most test observations in May 2004 were therefore done using onlyA100 and B100 in parallel. This unfortunate loss of A230 and B230 ould in theory be overome if theLO signals from the C or D reeivers were used to pump A100 and B100. Apart from the need for longer1



ables (not available) the LO signals may have to be ampli�ed and major modi�ations of the synthesizerhardware (and software) are needed.The test observations below 80 GHz done in January 2004 were made only with the B100 reeiver.Therefore we used the B100 in parallel with A100 and A230, i.e. in a trunated AB on�guration. Testsin May 2004 were made with both 3mm reeivers modi�ed for < 80 GHz.3 Sope of tests made3.1 Frequenies tuned

Figure 1: Continuum sideband gain ratio (a), reeiver temperature (b), and old load temperature ofthe A100 and B100 () for all frequenies tuned below 80.5 GHz.The harateristis of the A100 and B100 reeivers at all the frequenies tuned below 80.5 GHzduring the tests are shown in Fig. 1. The general trend for both reeivers is an inrease of the reeivertemperature and the sideband gain ratio when the frequeny dereases (Fig. 1 a and b). In most asesabove 70 GHz, a tuning with a reeiver temperature (measured with VESPA) below � 120 K ould be foundfor both reeivers. Below 70 GHz, the reeiver temperatures were larger than 150-200 K. The reeivertemperatures were not signi�antly di�erent when measured with VESPA or the ontinuum bakend. Themean di�erenes and standard deviation T vespare � T ontre are 2� 7 K and 1� 15 K for the two reeivers.Good sideband gain ratios below 0.1 were obtained above 75 GHz (see Fig. 1a). However, the sidebandgain ratio approahed 1 (DSB) below 75 GHz, and was even larger (USB) at the smallest tuned frequeny(8.3 at 67.8 GHz). However a good sideband gain ratio of 0.07 was obtained for A100 at 70.68 GHz witha reeiver temperature of 160 K. This suggests that tunings with sideband gain ratios smaller than 0.1an still be found in the range, at least at 70-75 GHz, provided that more time is spent trying severalpositions of the mixer bakshort (see Appendix B).The arbon star IRC+10216 was observed at several frequenies between 70 and 80 GHz. All thelines deteted with both reeivers have the same veloity width. We onlude that both reeivers are notsensitive to mixing produts with the seond LO harmoni (2� �LO � �IF).3.2 Frequeny swithingWe tested the Frequeny Swith observing mode below 80 GHz during the May session. During the tests,the hardware did not handle properly the frequeny throws set by the observer. While the headers ofthe A100 and B100 spetra ontained the frequeny throws set by the observer to A100 and B100 withthe ommand FSWITCH in OBS, the atual values measured in the spetra were equal to one third ofthe throws set to A230 and B230, whose loal osillators were used to tuned A100 and B100 below 80GHz. The reason is that, for the A230 and B230 reeivers used at usual frequenies, the frequeny throwsgiven by the observer are �rst divided by 3 to tune the Gunn and then remultiplied by 3 after the Gunn.Therefore, with the urrent hardware setup, the observer has to set the frequeny throws of A230 andB230 to 3 times the throws desired for A100 and B100. The frequeny throws ontained in the headers2



Figure 2: Pointings on Mars with the A100 (left) and B100 (right) reeivers. The beam width (FWHP)is plotted versus frequeny. For eah reeiver, the red rosses show the best �t model to the data, and the�t result is written at the top of the panel. Symbols are plotted at their e�etive, i.e. sideband�weighted,frequeny, and the beam widths are deonvolved (Mars diameter 4.1�). In eah panel, the dotted urveshows the extrapolation of the anonial relation observed for frequenies above 80 GHz.of the A100 and B100 spetra and the atual frequeny throws will then math eah other. However,another solution is to remove in the hardware setup this division/multipliation when the A230 and B230LO are used to tune A100 and B100 below 80 GHz.It is aimed that frequeny swithing will work orretly when the �rst sheduled< 80GHz observationswill be made, but at the moment of writing this report it is not lear whether this goal will be reahed.3.3 BeamThe beam size at frequenies � < 80:5 GHz was measured toward a few pointing soures (Fig. 2). Thebest �t models shown in this �gure for A100 and B100 areHPBW(00) = 2417=�(GHz) (A100)HPBW(00) = 2456=�(GHz) (B100)with rms residuals of 1.2� and 1.0�, respetively. This is in good agreement (better than 2%) with theanonial relation HPBW(�) = 2460/�(GHz) obtained at higher frequenies (see IRAM Newsletter 58).We onlude from these results that the lens/feed optis work orretly down to at least 68 GHz.3.4 FousIn Fig. 3, we show the di�erene of the axial fous position SFCZ between the two reeivers A100 andB100, for both sets of observations (January and May 2004). In January, when only B100 was tunedbelow 80 GHz, we �nd a small (�0:3 mm), but hardly signi�ant di�erene, possibly suggesting thatSFCZ may be slightly inreasing with frequeny near 80 GHz.In May, most of the time both reeivers were tuned below 80.5 GHz to the same frequeny Nosystemati fous di�erene was notied between both reeivers albeit with onsiderable measurementunertainty. The rms dispersion is �0.5 mm, probably dominated by measurement error during the oftenunstable onditions during the May test.3.5 Aperture and beam e�ieniesUsing pointings toward 6 planets and assuming a forward e�ieny Feff = 0:95, the mean ratio of�ux density to antenna temperature is 5:9 � 0:3 Jy K�1 for A100 and 5:7 � 0:1 Jy K�1 for B100,after orretion for the �nite size of eah soure (see Fig. 4). This yields a mean aperture e�ieny�a = 0:63� 0:03 for A100 and �a = 0:65� 0:02 for B100 in the frequeny range 70-80 GHz. These two3



Figure 3: Fous di�erene between the A100 and B100 reeivers, when B100 was tuned below 80.5 GHzbut A100 was always tuned at 93.176 GHz in January (star symbols) and when both reeivers were tunedbelow 80.5 GHz at the same frequeny in May (blak dots).values are ompatible with the aperture e�ieny of 0.64 expeted at 75 GHz from a linear extrapolationof the aperture e�ienies measured in the frequeny range 86-279 GHz (see the IRAM Newsletter 58).Assuming a Gaussian beam with HPBW(�) = 2440/�(GHz), the beam e�ienies derived from theseaperture e�ienies are Beff = 0:79� 0:04 for A100 and Beff = 0:81� 0:02 for B100 at 75 GHz.4 ResultsIn Tab. 1, we summarize the results of the spetrosopi observations made in January and May. Thetransitions were seleted with the aim of overing the frequeny range of 66 � 80 GHz and of �ndingtuning parameters for some of the important lines. Numerous lines were deteted whih allowed rossheking of the antenna temperature alibration sale with existing information. This proess is not yetomplete.The table shows that the image gain fator gi systematially inreases with dereasing �, a trendwhih is already obvious from Fig. 1. Below �74 GHz, the power in the image band is >� 0:2 and thusnot negligible anymore. gi has to be measured preisely in order to avoid alibration errors. At about thesame frequeny the tuning behavior beomes errati. At a few frequenies where several mixer bakshortpeaks were tried, sometimes very di�erent gi and Tre were obtained. In the range 70 �74 GHz, aremust therefore be taken to obtain the optimum tuning and a preise measurement of gi (see below) ismandatory.Below 70 GHz where both gi and the reeiver temperature are high, no lines are deteted anymore.We onlude that both A100 and B100 are then beyond their useful frequeny range.As an example that it makes sense to use the 30m telesope below 80 GHz even with the desribedlimitations of its present 3mm reeivers, we show in Fig. 5 the rotational ground transition at 77.1 GHzof N2D+ toward the dense dark ore of B1 (position from Gerin et al. 2001), aompanied by theorresponding transition of N2H+ at 93.2 GHz. A representative sample of test spetra, overing therange of 80 - 72 GHz, is available at URL1 ./IRAMFR/PV/lowfreqs/spetra.html.These spetra are shown as alibrated by the standard RED alibration as long as the bandpass�averaged (i.e. measured with a ontinuum bakend) image gain fator gi <� 0:2. Above this thresholdnotiable alibration errors must be expeted, if gi is not �at aross the bakend bandpass. The exathannel�to�hannel image gain fator gi(�) should then be measured (Appendix A) and alibrated inOTFCAL (Appendix B).a small manual on how to ompute the sideband gain ratios for spetral line bakends. You an �ndthis manual in the diretory /mrt-lx1/vis/default/al/ as alssb.pdf or alssb.ps The OTFCAL proeduresinissb.al and ssb.al an also be found in the same diretory.In a shortut whih is for our test purposes su�iently aurate, we multiplied the RED�alibrated1The leading dot substitutes for http://www.iram.fr or its mirror http://www.iram.es4



Figure 4: Ratio of the �ux density S� over the antenna temperature T?A observed toward planets withthe A100 (left) and B100 (right) reeivers. Eah ratio was multiplied by K = (1 � exp(�x2))=x2 withx2 = ln 2 �D=HPBW to aount for the �nite diameter D of eah soure (see Kramer 1997). We usedHPBW(�) = 2440/�(GHz), a forward e�ieny Feff = 0:95 and a �ux density S� orreted for thesideband gain ratio Gim: S = (Slsb + GimSusb)=(1 + Gim). The mean ratio is written in the top leftorner of eah panel and is plotted as a dotted line. The extreme low point at 70.7 GHz was left out ofthe �t for both reeivers. For the larity of the �gure, the many measurements made at 70.7 GHz arespaed out between 70 and 71 GHz.

Figure 5: N2H+(1-0) and N2D+(1-0) spetra obtained toward the dense ore B1.spetra by the orretion fator (1 +Glim(�))=(1 +Gim)5 ConlusionsThe frequeny range below 80 GHz, the urrent lower end of the 3mm tuning range, down to 66 GHzwhere strong absorption by the atmospheri O2 sets in was investigated by pumping the 3mm reeiversA100 and B100 with the Gunn signals from A230 and B230 respetively. We show that the telesopeand reeiver optis behave orretly down to 68 GHz, and the telesope e�ienies have the expetedvalues. Below this frequeny, no measurements were made, beause of the rapidly inreasing reeivertemperature. 5



Table 1: Results obtained in January (J) and May (M) with the A100 or B100 reeiver with a bandwidthof 500 MHz entered at the frequenies tuned below 81 GHz.Frequeny Line Date Gim Soure Lines deteted(GHz)80.5 HDO J 0.031 W51e1/e2 standard Rxs, various linesJ 0.031 IR2 ompare/standard Rxs, various linesM 0.03 W3(H2O) HDO deteted at 0.055 K77.1 N2D+ J 0.039 L1448 deteted at 0.4 KJ B1 deteted at 1.5 KM 0.067 B1 deteted at 1.5 K76.4 DOC+ M 0.062 K3-50 no lines deteted (< 0:02 K)M W51E1E2 many lines up to 1.3 K76.2 l�C3H J 0.05 B1 no C3H, but DNC (3K), C4HJ 0.05 TMC 1 no C3H, but DNC (0.5K), C4H74.8 H44� M 0.09 K3-50A H44� 0.55 K, He44� 0.07 K, H55� 0.2 KM W51DW5 H44� 1.0 K, He44� 0.1 K, H55� 0.3 K74.2 CH3OCH3 J 0.17 DR21(OH) deteted at 0.05 K ? (3�)J 0.17 B1 N2D+ from USB74.1 HCNH+ M 0.80 W51E1E2 many lines, up to 0.3 KM IRC+10216 main line (0.7 K) USB72.9 H2CO M � 1 IRC+10216 2 LSB lines, 3 and 1 K72.8 H2CO J 0.97 G75.78 line 1.5 K, other linesJ 20126+4104 line 1.0 K, other linesJ DR21(OH) line 3.0 K, other linesJ Cep A line 1.5 K, other lines72.6 H2CO J 1.84 IR2 many linesJ 1.17 G75.78 H2CO deteted at 0.7 KJ MWC39 line < 0:1 KM � 1 ORI-KL H2CO(101-000) 7-9 K, -(514-515) 4 K, DCN 1 K72.1 DCO+ M 0.38 L183 deteted at 2.5 K70.7 CH2 M 0.072 W51-M deteted at 0.05 K ?M ORI-KL not detetedM IRC+10216 SiC2 0.35 K, H13CCCN 0.15 K68.4 CH2 J 1.82 IR2 line < 1 KJ CRL618 line < 1 KJ line < 0.5 KJ � 2:3 B1 line < 0.5 K, noise not uniformJ L1448 line < 0.5 K, noise not uniformJ IR2 line < 0.5 K, noise not uniform67.8 H2O J 8.3 IR2 manual al., line < 2 KJ 8.3 NML Tau manual al., line < 2 K
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In the range of 77 � 80 GHz the reeiver temperature and image gain have values indistinguishablefrom those at >� 80 GHz, and both reeivers an be used orretly. Below 77 GHz, the image gain gistarts to inrease and reahes a value of � 0:2 near 74 GHz. Below 72 GHz the reeivers beome DSBor essentially USB. Furthermore, the tuning behavior beomes errati, sometimes being very di�erentbetween peaks of the mixer bakshorts at the same frequeny. We also found that gi varies stronglyaross the reeiver bandpass.Aurate alibration of the antenna temperature beomes then very di�ult, and we reommend thatthe 3mm reeivers should not be used below 72 GHz. In the range 72 � 77 GHz where gi ould be 0.2 orhigher, we strongly reommend to measure for eah tuning the hannel�to�hannel values of gi(�) withthe Martin�Puplett based method desribed in the appendies.Aess to the extended tuning range below 80 GHz urrently omes at a onsiderable prie: (i) the1.3mm reeivers annot be used simultaneously as usual in the on�guration AB, (ii) the tuning rangeof the 3mm reeivers has upper limits of 92.5 (A100) and 94.2 (B100), and (iii) most importantly, the�low frequeny LO� has to be onneted in a non�trivial manual operation, and < 80 GHz observationsare therefore pratial only during predetermined periods.These problems may partially be overome in the near future after the installation of speial waveguideswithes. These swithes will swap the LOs between 3 and 1.3mm reeivers A and B. In the speial(�swapped�) reeiver on�guration AB�, the tuning ranges of the 3mm reeivers will however still belimited as in (ii), and furthermore the 1.3mm reeivers annot be tuned below 241 GHz.More omplete, but more di�ult and expensive solutions are oneivable, like e.g. using the LOs ofthe C or D reeivers for pumping the 3mm Rxs. We reommend however that the demand on <80 GHztime is monitored for some time before any further steps are onsidered.
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Appendix A: Measurement of the sideband gain ratioThe sideband gain ratio Gim = GiGs at the 30m telesope an be measured with the alibration proedure�al /ssb REC�(with REC the name of the reeiver) in the observing software OBS. This proedureonsists of 4 subsans. The Martin Pupplet interferometer is �rst moved to selet the lower sideband.The hot load and old load are suessively put in front of the reeiver and the ounts Chl and Cl arereorded. The same measurements Chu and Cu are done for the upper sideband. The gain ratio of thetwo sidebands is omputed with the following equation:Gim = Chu � CuChl � Cl (1)This proedure yields the mean sideband gain ratio Gim in the bandpass if the ontinuum bakendis onneted or the sideband gain ratio Glim(�) as a funtion of frequeny � in the bandpass if a linebakend is onneted.The spetra are alibrated with a uniform gain whih is usely set as Gim by the observer. However,the sideband gain ratio is not uniform in the bandpass of the reeiver. This is a problem at frequeniesbelow 80 GHz sine the sideband gain ratio an reah values lose to or even larger than 1. In that ase,it is ruially needed to realibrate the spetra with the true sideband gain ratio Glim(�) (see AppendixB).When using the A100 and/or the B100 reeivers below 80 GHz, the observer an follow this proedurein OBS to measure the sideband gain ratio:ontinuum broad swithing /re A100 ! Selet the ontinuum bakend.al /ssb A100 ! Measure Gim for the A100 reeiver. The! result is printed on the blue OBS window and! should be read on the �y by the observer.set gain Gim /re A100 ! Set the image gain ratio to Gim.vespa ... /re A100 ! Selet the line bakend.al /ssb A100 ! Measure Glim(�). The observer will have to! ompute this gain in OTFCAL with the! proedure ssb.al whih reads the results of the 4! subsans in the raw data �le. It produes an array! ontaining Glim(�) whih an be written! like a spetrum in a data �le gain.30m.Note that the operator has to reset the Martin Pupplet after the use of the al /ssb proedure. If itis not done, the reeiver temperature will be anomalously high.Appendix B: Non-uniformity of the sideband gain ratioThe sideband gain ratio was measured following the proedure desribed in Appendix A. It was verysensitive to the position of the mixer bakshort used for the tuning. We show in Fig. 6 the ase of twotunings done at 70.7 GHz. In both ases, the sideband gain ratio was highly non-uniform. The tuning wasdouble sideband in the �rst ase but lower sideband in the seond ase, with a higher reeiver temperaturehowever. This example shows that a good sideband rejetion may be found at least down to 70.7 GHz,provided that enough positions of the mixer bakshort are tried.For frequenies below 75 GHz, the ontinuum sideband gain ratio was often approahing 1, so that arealibration of the spetra was needed to aount for the non-uniformity of the sideband gain ratio inthe bandpass. As a zero-order orretion, we multiplied the spetra by the fator (1+Glim(�))/(1+Gim),following equation (6) of Kramer (1997).As an example, we show in Fig. 7 the spetra obtained toward ORI-KL, before (blak) and after(red) orretion for the non-uniform sideband gain ratio (the red spetra were slightly shifted along theveloity axis to improve the larity of the �gure). The urves in blue represent the sideband gain ratiosGlim(�). Before orretion, A100 (alibrated with Gim = 1.12) had stronger lines at low frequeny andweaker lines at high frequeny than B100 (alibrated with Gim = 1.26). After orretion, the lines mathwithin 25%. Note that the 5th line at � -325 km s�1 is the superposition of a LSB line and a USB line(identi�ed by hanging the LSR veloity). All the other lines are LSB.It should be possible to obtain a alibration auray better than 25% by realibrating the raw data8



Figure 6: Sideband gain ratio of the A100 reeiver entered at 70.7 GHz measured for two di�erentpositions of the mixer bakshort. The �rst position (upper urve) gave a mean sideband gain ratio of2.5 and a reeiver temperature of � 110 K with the ontinuum bakend. For the seond position (lowerurve), they were 0.072 and � 150 K, respetively.

Figure 7: Spetra obtained at 72.6 GHz toward ORI-KL with the A100 (left) and B100 (right) reeivers.The initial spetra are shown in blak and the realibrated spetra, slightly shifted along the veloityaxis for larity, are shown in red. The urves in blue represent the sideband gain ratios Glim(�) measuredwith the proedure al /ssb in OBS and omputed with the proedure ssb.al in OTFCAL.and using a hannel-dependent alibration fator Tal (see Eq. (6) of Kramer 1997). The atmospheriopaity derived from the atmospheri model should be omputed for eah hannel using the spetralsideband gain ratio Glim(�) instead of the uniform gain set by the observer in OBS (usually, Gim). Thesky temperature T skyA should also be measured for eah hannel.Albreht Sievers has written a small manual on how to ompute the sideband gain ratios for spetralline bakends. You an �nd this manual in the diretory /mrt-lx1/vis/default/al/ as alssb.pdf oras alssb.ps. The OTFCAL proedures inissb.al and ssb.al an also be found in the same diretory.ReferenesKramer, C. 1997, �Calibration of spetral line data at the IRAM 30m radio telesope�, Version 2.1,IRAM Report (see http://www.iram.fr)Gerin et al. 2001, ApJ 551, L193
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